
I’m AICHO
AI Chief  Happiness Officer 
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HAPPINESS INCREASES PRODUCTIVITY
Every company should know how happy its employees are, because the more 
enthusiastic they will be, the more they will be effective and aligned with the Company 
scope.

… how to listen from all the employees and how to do that when they are located in
multiple and sparse sites around the world?
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Here comes
The Artificial Intelligence that is purposed to listen to the 

Company employees, gather their sentiments and feelings 
and help them to be Happier and more Productive.
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Achieve Company Happiness with

Prepare the 
Questions

Let the 
employees 
talk with 
AICHO

Get a big picture 
about the 
happiness at 
dept/site/country 
level

Be aware and 
correctly manage 
the 

PAIN 
contexts

ITERATE and 
AUTOMATE 
the process 
with AICHO
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Overcome 
employees’ anxiety

and shyness

AICHO



Hi Mark, what about your day?

Nice to meet you Mary, what’s going on?

Back again Sarah, how has the quarter gone?

Hello Tom, is everything all right?

Facial Emotion Analytics

Voice Emotion Analytics

Gesture Control 
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A REAL TALK WITH AN AVATAR

AICHO sends an email to 
the employees to 

schedule an appointment
with them.

AICHO

AICHO meets the 
employee on 

Meet/Zoom/Teams as an 
avatar, talking and 

empathic.

AICHO talks to the 
employee and analyzes
their body language and 

voice emotion.

AICHO reports the output 
results to the company, 

respecting the employees’ 
private information.
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never stops LEARNING

is a self-trained AI AGENT

can talk with 1000 employees AT A TIME

is PRIVACY RESPECTFUL
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AICHO is a game Emotional Intelligence

CUT THE UNHAPPINESS COSTS
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How to increase the Productivity

Unhappy
Workforce

AICHO
Gets into Action

Briefly interviews the workforce

Rapidly identifies the depts where anxiety lives

Reports the discoveries on the Company’s
Emotional map

Let the HR people investigate and
solve the problems

Productive
Workforce
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How itworks: the Mechanics behind AICHO in 3 steps

AICHO will be instructed 
with some direct, but not 
personal, questions to pose 
to the employees

AICHO automatically 
sends emails to the 
employees to fix an 
appointment with them

Each employee can setup 
the meeting with AICHO 
when they prefer, 
according with their 
personal schedule

Preparation
Phase

AICHO present itself as a 
video with a talking and 
empathic avatar directly 
in the employee’s 
browser

AICHO poses some random 
pre-selected questions to the 
employee to analyze the 
responses they provide, 
using AI

The Interview is PRIVATE 
and AICHO stores just the 
output with no personal 
information about the 
employee

Interview
Phase

Reporting
Phase

AICHO generatesaggregated
mapsaboutthe Employees

sentiments and feelings

Knowing where the 
unhappiness is, the 

HR designated people can 
investigate 
and fix it!
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Your Company AI Chief Happiness Officer

Thank you

www.asc27.com

nicola@asc27.com

<< We Build Knowledge >>
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Want to know more? Let’s Talk!

I’m AICHO



The Senior Chief  
Director of  the 
Strategy and
Company Vision

Some employees do not need AICHO,
they already have fun with their dogs the whole day.

They usually have a very LONG JOB TITLE!!!

The Executive 
Vice President

and Alien-forces 
Manager

AICHO
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